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1���������  The end was the beginning

During recent months many friends have asked questions about South Africa: the Arms
deal, AIDS, crime and violence, rape, corruption, poverty, religion, and whether the
ANC is fit to govern.� They require answers based on the actual facts of the situation,
and because I have not been mugged by the media I do not share their cynical
pessimism. We face immense problems in 2002, but with immense optimism and hope.
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1.1� Was it so long ago?

I was in Leiden, the Netherlands in 1990 when Mandela walked out of Pollsmoor prison,
clenched fist raised in the old ANC salute, after 27 years behind bars. Television pulled
in stations from all over Europe but they all had the same pictures.  It was the biggest
story in the world, and it was over a decade ago.

The experience of the pain and solidarity of struggle is already receding into history.�
The students of Soweto who turned the country round in 1976 are now in their forties
and some are grandparents.� The punishing inspiring years of the eighties when the
people made the apartheid state ungovernable, when plans were hatched and worked
out in townships and suburbs by committed groups who did it for nothing and learnt
above all to act together, are today in their heads but not in their blood.�� We need
to remember what incredible changes have taken place.

1.2 Seven years of change

The comparatively peaceful election of 1994 was not a miracle. It came >from a
deliberate policy of non-violent change and reconciliation worked out in the experience
of the ANC through years of liberation struggle.� Our oppressors where not
obliterated in battle, or chased into exile, but remain here as fellow citizens in a non-
racial, non-sexist, united democracy.� The task was to establish a country in which we
would all feel at home, and by 1994 little support remained for the bloody civil war
which some white right wingers had planned.� [2]

We established a democratic government based on proportional representation to
ensure that all voices were heard.� (The huge support for the ANC would silence most
opposition under a constituency system.)� Long negotiations led to our highly praised
1996 Constitution. Government by consent took the place of government by command.
Apartheid laws were repealed: bannings, detentions and group areas joined slavery as
historical artifacts.� People now travel anywhere they desire and millions have moved
into former white suburbs, houses, schools, churches, restaurants and hotels.� The
attitude to governance has changed from submission to participation, from conflict to
negotiation, from rejection to responsibility in political parties, Community Police
Forums, School Governing Bodies, Share holders meetings, and democratic people
structures.�

Bantustan governments were removed[3] and their staffs redeployed. The new concept
of the third tier of government at municipal and metropolitan city level enables those
who live in an area to govern it themselves. Structural changes have been made and
there is an ongoing process of attitudinal and existential change to empower
cooperative local leadership.[4]� Thousands who made the earlier change from
submission into freedom fighters, are now making the further change into social
transformers. [5]

Millions live in proper houses for the first time; water, sanitation and electricity have
been piped to their homes even in remote rural areas, and there are telephones
everywhere.� Sixteen separate racist education authorities have been merged into a
single system for all, facing the awesome task of enabling the learners of a new
generation to cope with transforming society. They have analysed the values
encapsulated in our Constitution, and developed a programme to promote them.[6]
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Millions have found jobs, salaries, and areas of employment formerly closed to them.
The economy has strengthened dramatically from bankruptcy under apartheid to being
strong and healthy, turned round from inside as we have found our own feet.� It has
challenged the hegemony of the western financial system (most spectacularly the
exploitation of ill health practised by many in the healing industry) and this development
has been noted by both conservative or socialist commentators in the West who begin
to suspect they must review their former analysis of Africa.

South Africa has strongly influenced the emergence of a new concept of the African
continent, changing from beggar to builder, and giving notice to neo-colonialist dictators
to quit.� It is beginning to dawn on some in the West that racism was the most
expensive and foolish mistake they ever made, and they must make Africa a partner not
a pariah.������

The Dutch Reformed Churches have acknowledged they were wrong in promoting
apartheid, and other churches have admitted they did not do enough to win freedom.�
Faith was melted down in the struggle and reminted, contrasting a tradition authorised
by religious institutions with a living faith experienced by people in a liberation struggle,
between dogma and experience, between institutions and inspiration.� Some have
sought to rediscover the truth buried within our inheritance of both traditional African
and imported religions, anticipating the dawn of a spiritual revolution beginning to glow
above the horizon, heralding a splendid new era in Africa. [7]�����

Problems have been mountainous, mistakes have been inevitable, but vast progress has
been made in political, economic, social and religious fields and we must ask what
insights South Africa can offer the world on doing the human thing.��

1.3�� The current crop of negativity

This buoyant picture of a nation developing a democracy and moving forward is
different from the media headlines of murder, robbery and rape; corruption, racism, and
incompetence; poverty, joblessness and immorality.�� These things are problems in
every country and are being confronted, but the question is why have these negative
experiences grown in South Africa too?�� And does the media seem dominated by a
cold wind of cynicism and pessimism, undermining the faith and expectancy of many
people?� [8]

2� The Problems we faced

2.1 The Colonial heritage

The Mandela government took on an Africa with a history.� The civilisations which the
continent knew a thousand years ago were submerged by gunpowder, plunder, slavery,
colonialism, neo-colonialism, and western domination through the Cold War.�
Although there was some western support for the liberation struggle the official
approach (particularly in the UK and US) was to support the apartheid regime but
suggest it cleaned up its act.� They opposed the imposition of sanctions and gave little
support to the liberation struggle, an attitude which continued after 1994.
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The huge continent of Africa, stuffed with wealthy resources, has been exploited for
centuries as a mine for raw materials, and a market for western manufactures and
politics, and the dictators of international capital are determined that Africa shall only
succeed in so far as it benefits the west, however much adulation they heaped upon
Mandela.[9]�

A major theme of the Mandela government was Reconciliation between the races,
between the liberation movement and supporters of the previous regime, and between
the ANC and those in the West who had dubbed them terrorists. The parallel theme of
Reconstruction demanded major changes in the structures of society which are
increasingly prominent in the Mbeki Government.��

The most enduring products of colonialism have been the structures of poverty and
Bantu education imposed on black people, especially women.�� The poverty of Africa
is not due to pigment or inability, and requires changes in policy, economic structures,
and the education and skills of people, to turn it round.

But how could South Africa enact the principles of the Freedom Charter internally,
when it was un-free externally?�� Having rescued ourselves >from being trapped in
apartheid, how could we escape the traps of colonialism and racist capitalism which had
snapped shut on Africa? [10]�������

2.2 The dictatorship of capital

I was once in Dar es Salam when it ran out of oil.� Cars, and pedestrians with plastic
containers queued at every garage, taps and light switches worked a few hours per day,
and the city ground to a halt.� A tanker waited at sea, laden with fuel, but nothing could
be pumped ashore because none of the world‚s money was in Tanzania.

The wealth of the world is like a huge dam of water whose distribution pipes are
controlled by an economic system owned by a handful of people who make the rules
and decide which taps shall be opened. They are so few they could fit easily into a hotel
ball room.� [11]

Financial engineers manipulate the control valves on this Wealth Dam and dictate where
the capital of the world will flow.� 500 Transnational corporations control over 70% of
world trade, and half the foreign investment in the world comes from only 1% of the
TNCs. However much we want to change the system to benefit the poor, it IS the
system at the moment

The ANC Government‚s commitment to the poor was encapsulated in the
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) of 1994, which still remains ANC
policy.� The question was how could the systems administering the wealth of the
country be liberated to release the vast sums of capital?� There were three possible
scenarios.�

– to declare a socialist state, nationalising everything in sight, and engaging in a long and
bloody civil war against the previous white regime (including the SADF) and its
supporters in the West.� That type of approach had been tried in Tanzania, Angola and
Mozambique, and crunched out of existence by London and Washington.
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– to become a victim of the west, like many other African countries, by borrowing
everything in sight to finance projects and remain in ever increasing debt, accepting the
imposition of the IMF and World Bank. That might have shown results in the short term
(as it did in Zimbabwe) but it would not have transformed the country, and the long
term effects would have driven us mad too. South Africa has positively refused to go
overboard with debts to the IMF and the World Bank.

– the only realistic route was the hugely difficult task of liberating everything in sight, by
enabling the whole continent of Africa to stand up, strong and capable, to take a
powerful productive place in the world, which other countries would want to support.
The possessors of capital had to see Africa as a rich, reliable, just, desirable, partner not
as an impoverished beggar.� If South Africa was to enjoy liberation Africa had to be
liberated.� Our own integrity demanded that Africa throw off the ‘basket case’
mentality and become a free people with a rightful, strong, and wealthy position in a
more free and more just and more healthy world.�� This was the route South Africa
chose, and it has met with surprising success.

The GEAR programme was introduced to improve the flow from the Wealth Dam, and
has done so.� The acumen and credibility of South Africa’s economy is recognised
throughout the continent and the world, even though the global pressures are now
demanding a reassessment of GEAR.�

Western Europe and US are not homogeneous.� Different views are held by many who
are our comrades in the struggle to liberate the world, but the influence of capitalist
oppressors is dominant. Their unmentionable fear was that Africa would declare
independence from western control, and establish a United States of Africa. That
scenario had no future whilst South Africa was controlled by the apartheid regime which
is why the West supported the Nationalists, but though some hailed Mandela’s
emergence from Polsmoor prison as the end of a long walk to freedom, many western
financiers feared it was the beginning of a long walk to free Africa.� That is why they
have opposed the ANC, and only now are some beginning to realise that the best thing
for the west and the world is for Africa to become a political and economic giant.��

2.3 Civil service

During the 1994 elections friends from overseas came to assist in the process because
80% of our people had never voted before.� That democratic inexperience extended to
the process of governing. When Nelson Mandela announced his cabinet, many of those
appointed had to consult the Pretoria phone book to find where the ministries were,
and entered them unrecognised, the only ANC member, and often the only black
executive on the block. Liberation had to be enacted by a government service almost
entirely run by Afrikaners who were the nuts and bolts of the apartheid regime.�

The ANC initiated a ‘sunset clause‚ which assured employees of the former white
government that they would not be summarily dismissed, but it meant living with the
corrupted attitudes of the old regime.� The paternalist idealism which the earlier
British Civil Service claimed had long since been replaced by partisan nationalism whose
employees believed the apartheid government owed them a soft job because of their
loyalty.� Many Bantustan government employees had been indoctrinated in these self-
centred ways which put a crippling weight on the new government. Many employees
who should provide the strong arm of government action continued to resist the
responsibility of liberation.� The tension continues between those who saw their job as
a vocation to transform the country and those who saw it as an entitlement, and that
tension continues in many aspects of society.



2.4 The experience of women��

Because the dominant attitude in all sections of society was paternalistic the arrival of a
non-sexist society through a government committed to including a specific proportion
of women in its ranks sent challenges throughout the country. Many women had been
leaders in the liberation struggle through their courage and political appeal, but few had
been able to develop the skills of governance and administration and some ˆ like many
men ˆ wanted the enjoyment of power without its responsibilities.� Liberation was not
a door to pass through but a road to climb and enabling women to develop their
potential has been a major facet of change.[12]� (Many men will only change when
women show them the way.)

2.5 Religions finding their role.

Religions have experienced a number of problems since Liberation:

– their role: ‘It was one thing for the slaves to fight Pharoah, but what happens when
the slaves become Pharoah?’ [13]� Activists nurtured in the culture of opposition whilst
fighting apartheid have found it difficult to develop a culture of critical support for a
government whose basic policies they endorse.

– the desire to ‘go back to being the church‚ brought a resurgence of the western
notion that religion and politics be kept apart, at variance with the holistic African
approach.��

– fundamentalism has become a negative influence in nearly all religions, prompted by
influences >from overseas.� It usually encourages a self-centredness which diverts
people from a collective concern for others, and causes mainline churches to put more
effort into retaining their membership than mobilising them.

– forms of black consciousness emerged to counter-act the white favoured syndrome
persisting in many churches, diverting clergy into racist power struggles instead of
building� building transforming communities.

– the history of many religions which stood aloof from the struggle undermined their
credibility in the ANC, and many religions still adhere to the apartheid propaganda that
the ANC consists of ungodly communist terrorists.

– some religious leaders (at all levels) hunger for power and prestige, and use their
ecclesiastical or pastoral concerns to promote private political agendas.

– others advocate an obsession with their own souls which belongs to a pre-
democratic era.�� The concept of religious communities working with a progressive
prophetic message in society requires a renaissance today.

– many religions see themselves as an Establishment to be protected, preserved and
promoted by maintaining buildings, structures and ministries rather than a community of
disciples charged to transform the world.��

– the inter-faith movement which grew in influence during the liberation years has
been weakened by those promoting competing religious industries.�

– many religions have suffered from intellectual bankruptcy, prophetic theologians
learning that religions do not want their work, and some finding better opportunities for
their vision in the secular world.



– religions are still hampered by their failure to tackle the issues which weaken their
spiritual power: they have never faced up to the challenges of the Kairos Document and
broken their subservience to oppressive and ungodly theologies.�

The religious sector has a vast undeveloped potential because it concentrates on
maintaining institutions rather than promoting inspiration, and many cannot see the
difference.� Institutions can serve the inspiration, but become irrelevant when directed
to serve themselves.� And inspiration doesn’t pay pensions.�������

2.6 Academic remoteness

One of our main problems is that a society more concerned to get a job than to find the
truth does not realise that knowledge is power, and most academics seem reluctant to
challenge these assumptions with a comprehensive campaign.� Many within the
academic sector identify with the process of transformation, but the sense of solidarity
and joint commitment to a common aim needs to be rekindled.� We‚re all too busy,
com.����

2.7 The challenge of a society in transition��

During 1998 the ANC published a CRA booklet called ‘Ethical Transformation‚, which
set out the problems faced by a society in transition.�

Transition in any society is inevitably a time of great upheaval for organisations and
persons. Change brings hope, but it also brings tension, confusion and fear. The old has
gone but the new is not yet established.� Adjustments are required by everyone.�
Plans are disrupted by unexpected events.� Those newly come to power have
distractions and diversions thrust upon them by practical demands, and by the
intransigence of those who wish to retain the old system or manipulate the new one.�
The objectives of the struggle must be turned into achievements.� Policies require laws,
procedures and skills to enact them.� Changes need new structures to implement them
and new attitudes to apply them.� The commitment to nation building needs training
and experience to fulfil it.� Some take time to find their feet in freedom.

We recently produced a slide programme ‘A New Spirit for Africa’‚ which is more
introspective. It appears that all revolutions have a tendency to decay, to move from the
high moral ground on which they started to a loss of ideological vision and
commitment.� When people obtain possessions and power some develop different
priorities, moving from community concerns to individual concerns, from commitment
to entitlement, from the quest for a new world to the quest for power in that world,
from seeking collective transformation to seeking personal advancement.� This has
certainly happened to some of our comrades and challenges us to find the answer.�
The problem has been exacerbated as people with good qualifications but little
experience of commitment in the struggle have found positions in branches of
government service or civil society. [14] The quest for power and possessions is a
legitimate part of a liberation struggle, but why does it blunt a sense of human
dedication – or is the West right in saying it can only be bought?

2.8 Crime and violence

Cheryl Carolus recently told an horrendous story of crime in a city which everyone
thought must be Johannesburg until she revealed it was Leeds in the UK[15] – and
could equally have been New York.� But we have plenty.� Some crime is personal and
some organised; some spontaneous and some well-planned; it includes corruption, theft,



robbery, housebreaking, and car theft.� Some deliberately choose a criminal way of life;
some feel forced into it out of sheer necessity (for half our population lack enough to
live on,[16] and many people, both respectable and disreputable, confuse profit and
greed. Part of the answer lies in improving the criminal justice system; part of it in
banishing poverty; but all of it betrays a lack of moral values, the loss of a spirit of
human-ness, and the political and social need of moral regeneration.

The wide spread failure to recognise and control sexual instincts (constantly inflamed by
the media especially television) is a major factor in the spread of rape, broken families,
and personal violence.� Unequal gender relations built into law and custom ‘justify‚ the
continued oppression of women. Violence is far more rampant than attempts to analyse
why people become violent.� If it is through greed, fear, frustration, repression, lack of
self-control and the need for personal behavioural commitment it is instructive to ask
why this analysis is not prominent.

2.9�� Extremists of Right and Left�

A democracy in which the great majority agree with the policies of the leading party (as
they do with the ANC in South Africa) presents different dynamics from democracies
where parties are more divided (like Republicans v. Democrats in the US, or Labour
v.Tories in the UK.)� Our smaller parties represent minority interests which need to
be heard, but have no expectation of forming a government. Much democratic debate
about direction and priorities happens within the ANC camp and stirs the lively
exchanges with SACP and COSATU.�

However, extremists of both left and right attack the government not to correct or
redirect but to destabilise and disrupt. This rings the bells of memory. The Cold War
era coincided with the closing decade of the struggle against apartheid, and many
exposes have been published on how conservative right wing forces manipulated left
wing comrades to further their ends, particularly in the sanctions campaign.[17]�
Whether or not this behind-the-scenes activity is seeking to manipulate the ultra left in
South Africa today we remember it, we note it, and we are wary of it.�

The spread of right wing western fundamentalism in the churches, the push towards
Islamic fundamentalism, the far left attempts to manipulate the labour movement,
political parties, and NGOs wrinkle the nose with a memory of olfactory odours from
the past.[18]� The struggle certainly continues.

2.10� HIV/AIDS

Ten million years ago the dinosaurs had the world all their own way until a meteor
visited Earth and destroyed them.� Visionaries who spell out their hopes for the future
– whether theologians, politicians, economists, or artists – know that catastrophic
events occur outside their anticipations. [19] Like HIV/AIDS.

HIV/AIDS destroys the human immune system and will thus extinguish much of the
population of Africa unless it is stopped. There is no known cure.� The western
pharmaceutical companies claimed to have drugs which could delay the effects,[20] but
just as the ‘flu invades every year requiring a new vaccine so the African version of
HIV/AIDS is not the same as that in the North.� It also walks hand in hand with an
unexpected resurgence of TB and malaria, and is clearly connected with the peoples‚
poverty.
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From the beginning the SA Government realised the essential requirement was a social
awareness campaign to change attitudes and personal behaviour, arresting the spread of
disease by popularising responsible safe sex� (the ABC procedure).� They began the
largest research in Africa to find a vaccine, and established pilot programmes in every
province to ensure that the drugs offered to give relief had no side effects, and could be
sustained.[21] They have also provided innumerable medical conferences, programmes
to educate people against infection, home care for those who ill, and workshops,
studies, counseling, and medical facilities. [22]

Government knew that a major factor was the lure of vast profits made by western
pharmaceutical companies selling these drugs protected by patent agreements, which
could be produced at a fraction of the cost in non-western countries.� Custodians of
the western financial systems have been anxious allies of the pharmaceuticals, anxious
that Africa should not switch its interest from the western oligarchy, and seeking to use
both media and church to protect the wealthy under the guise of protecting the poor.�

Government has won the battle against pharmaceuticals to buy drugs where it likes or
make its own.� It is currently fighting a contention that policy can be decided by appeals
to the Courts instead of the electorate. Through it all, the massive commitment by civil
society and government is persistently undermined by a media with its own political
agenda. (See 3.8)���

3.����The Liberal Counter-revolution

3.1��� The Liberal syndrome

The greatest barrier to liberation was not the apartheid regime but the reluctance of
many who rejected apartheid to become actively involved in the struggle against it.�
These were called ‘liberals‚ in South African terms.� Churches repeatedly delivered
statements, opposition parties produced resolutions, writers and newspapers criticised,
but they did not join the struggle.� Liberals cooperated with apartheid, made their
profits out of it, and repeatedly voted it back into power to protect them from the
black peril, the red peril, or the peril of being uncomfortable. ‘Liberal‚ became a dirty
word because in enabling the struggle to continue the liberals were guilty of a gross
human rights violations.� If the liberal Christians had joined the liberation Christians
they would now be playing a major positive role instead of merely moaning and
groaning.

When the National Democratic Revolution finally forced the Apartheid regime into
retreat and then oblivion, the liberals rushed in from all quarters to claim the victory
and attempt to hijack it.� One example of this was the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC).� No one has any doubt that such people were opposed to
apartheid, but their alternative was woolly, not a commitment to a democratic
revolution in society. The TRC was of great importance, but the quest for reconciliation
degenerated into a place for officially recognised perpetrators to claim amnesty and
officially recognised victims to claim reparations. The TRC Report has now been handed
to Parliament which must try and turn a wishy-washy ‘we were all naughty‚ statement
into a vision for a revolutionary reconciliation helping to build a new nation.
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Some seeming liberals espouse valid causes whose time has not yet come, and should be
encouraged to keep these going as long term objectives however hard it seems.[23]�
But too many are trying to appease their conscience without disturbing their comfort
zones.

3.2��� The OOF

Oppressive Opposition Forces, although they have some black support, are mainly
white. White opposition politics has been rooted in wishy-washy liberalism for a
century, and (like much agnosticism) has the courage of no convictions.� It is simply
anti, especially anti being involved in responsibility, and finds its satisfaction in the
negative principle: ‘To avoid involvement, criticise the government.’�� This is clear in
its attitude to the Arms Deal.� .

Arms. �The main opposition to re-equipping the SA Defence Force is the
objection to spending billions on arms which we need to remove poverty and
AIDS.� The ANC Government agrees that we need every cent to change
society, not to spend it on warships, aircraft and military equipment�

But Government is responsible for facing other threats against our society. It is
nonsense to say we have no enemies. Our seas are sovereign territory under constant
attack by invading forces from criminal enemies stealing the national resource of our fish
who have wrecked our fishing grounds and reinvented the scorched earth policy as an
emptied water policy.� Because they are over the horizon and the United Nations
cannot defend international law we must do it ourselves.� If Taiwan or Japan occupied
Welkom and started robbing our gold mines the liberals would have a different story.

Another military threat is from the OOF working within the states of Africa.� Overseas
influences seeking the oil and minerals of Africa, and promoting wars enabling them to
sell arms to both sides, are a major threat to the development of the continent and
ourselves.[24]� Since 1994,� antagonists from both sides of African conflicts have
poured into Pretoria seeking help to find peace.� We believe that the only way to
peace is through political and moral power and have dispatched numerous missions to
other countries to seek peace in this way.� But we have learnt that peace offensives
need to be backed by strength.� The militant money-making power-seeking forces
promoting conflicts on the continent need to know that Africa has teeth too.�

A third reason is that most Africans cannot trust the people of the US and Europe to
restrain their governments from using military methods to destabilise Africa. The foreign
policy of the US is that the world shall be forced to support the global concerns of the
US, and any quest for peace and justice is subject to these political and economic
interests, currently focused mainly on the huge deposits of oil under the Middle East and
around Afghanistan.[25]� But there is oil in Africa too which the West wants in its
hands, by military means if necessary ˆ providing there is little risk of US or European
nationals being killed.� The mere presence of a strong SADF is thus a major deterrent
to war from small or large oppressors.������������

Despite innuendos in the newspapers, there is no evidence of government corruption.
The prevailing practices of the capitalist world have persuaded some individuals to
accept favours from the multitude of sub contractors, but they are being flushed out and
removed by Government and ANC whoever they are.

What is anathema to the blind kind liberals is that rearmament speaks the
unspeakable.� They say: ‘Whoever can imagine that the US or Europe would attack the
innocent people of Africa?’� Plenty of nations from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe can tell
them. [26]



3.3��� ��Revolutionaries for sale

Liberalism has made inroads into the ANC, partly through opportunists who have
jumped on the band wagon since 1994, and partly from those who have succumbed to
the temptations of power.� In his address to the 1997 ANC Conference President
Mandela spoke of a number of negative features which had emerged since the 1994
elections, including careerism, corruption, and elitism, which the movement would not
accept.���

A significant final act of the apartheid regime was to raise the salaries of members of
Parliament, Provincial legislations and leading Government posts to unprecedented
heights.� It ensured that the representatives of the people had more money and power
than they had ever known, which was itself a challenge which threatened to alter the
face of the revolution.[27]

In a session on the ‘Spirit of Africa‚ in May 2000 the ANC NEC discussed the
phenomenon that when people move into positions with possessions and power they
sometimes developed the attitudes of their former oppressors.� Liberation was not
merely to change the colour of people in positions of power: it meant changing the
attitudes, objective, purpose and life of governance, essentially a spiritual
transformation.��

3.4��� �Globalisation

The word ‘globalisation’ does not trip merrily off the tongue, but lays out its ponderous
syllables like a secretary placing ponderous balance sheets round a board room table to
receive ponderous approval from the ponderous grey suited men who control it.�
Locked outside these plush surroundings, the Poor of the world experience
globalisation as the supreme crime against humanity, the latest of a glossary of fancy
words for exploitation by the capitalist dictatorship.[28]��� Theologian Tinyiko S
Maluleki writes:

Whatever globalisation is, it is a total system that seeks to conquer every space of the
lives of Africans.� It is at once psychological, cultural, political, sexual, economic and
religious.� It is a grand mono-cultural movement which is essentially violent in
operations and intentions, seeking to reduce Africa into a puppet forever mimicking
others in the most total manner possible.[29]

If the wealth of the world was truly globalised we could banish poverty swiftly, but there
is no chance of that whilst the process is controlled by the rich[30].� The machine-led
job-less growth which tickles the fancy of liberals who see no further than increased
profits by tea time is irrelevant to the poor unless it is accompanied by a revolution in
the distribution of wealth which does not rely on wages.[31]

3.5 Business

The profit motive is the major motivation of business today, not its role of serving
humanity with profit as a spin off to live on.� Business, politics and religion have given
only marginal attention to researching a primary role for business in banishing poverty,
producing a just sustainable society, or the management of ethical institutions.� Most
people simply accept the worship of business, clinging to attitudes between labour and
management worked out in the industrial revolution, and not beginning to consider the
priorities of transforming Africa to the benefit of everyone today.



Given that the over-night replacement of the present rich-based financial structures is
not presently feasible (for Africa today is not a Russia, China, or Cuba of yesterday),
how does business feature in building prosperity in a poor-based continent?

Without a financial collapse or a different type of revolution, is it possible for the liberal
business community to envisage a transformed Africa which the rest of the world would
seek to emulate? Can prosperity receive a different analysis from that provided by Wall
St or Lombard St?[32]

Most of South Africa‚s capital is in the possession of private individuals and firms, and
one question we face is how to release some of that money for use in the poorer
community.� One of the answers has been to look at some of the land, possessions,
and activities of the state, and ask if any of these could be of more use if they were sold
and the proceeds turned into benefits for people. Eyebrows have been raised at the
restructuring of some state assets for this purpose, as if a wholesale ‘privatisation‚
process was happening, but it simply is not.

3.6������� Land

Land is another major problem in which a transformatory rather a liberal solution must
be found.

At root is the spiritual question of who land belongs to, which the west holds in
subservience to the legal question of who holds the title deed granted by past
oppressive governments.� How can land be restored to the African people who lost
their skills of using it two centuries ago?� Is land just for agri-business or land hungry
peasants?

3.7� Struggle in the religions.

Religion provides many South Africans of all types with the major vision for their life and
the renewal of the country, but the ‘liberal‚ approach is a major problem. Right wing
conservatives have a limited influence: it is the liberals who position themselves in the
‘middle of the road‚ who jam the traffic and prevent the spiritual revolution the country
needs.���

The theological and sociological insights of the 1985 ‘Kairos Document‚ came when
Christians involved in the township struggle delivered a ‘Challenge to the Church‚,
which was the original title of that exposition of state, church and prophetic theology.�
Liberals who criticised apartheid but experienced little of its suffering first rejected, then
hi-jacked, and finally discarded the Kairos Document.� The Church, scared of a political
theology which takes Jesus‚ teaching seriously, has never answered that challenge.

The lure of institutional power and academic professionalism which seem to hamper
spiritual awareness and theological activism, were very evident in the white washy
Religious Hearings of the TRC.� In other sectors people questioned how the structures
had been guilty of gross human rights violations, but this was not permitted in the
Religious Hearings. They conducted their own confession and absolution which led to
no reconciliation.[33]

Fundamentalism is rife in all religions when financial, political, or national agendas take
over, but liberals are afraid to resist it and allow fundamentalism to dissuade them from
united action.� Religious talk about poverty and ethics is as meaningless as talk of
setting the Antarctic on fire until it is more important than being comfortable.
Comfortable people don‚t bring change.



Women are the main supporters of all religions and have achieved a voice in some but
liberal women seem as reactionary as liberal men, lacking the resolve to infuse religions
with their understanding, versatility and wholeness.� Liberal racism still influences many
Christian whites and many Christian blacks respond by aligning with the negative aspects
of Black consciousness, instead of taking its insights into the transformation of all.�
African Independent or Indigenous Christianity (AIC), which is vitally important in
locating the Way of Jesus in the people, also suffers from supine liberalism when it
accepts the divisiveness of personality cults, and offers emotional release without an
intellectual base.

The peril of such religious liberalism to the human spirit is three fold. First, it yields to
materialist consumerism which buries the reality of human spirit under the froth of
superficial emotional cynicism.� Second, insisting that spiritual truths can only be
accepted as part of a package produced by religious institutions estranges the millions
who think those packages have passed their sell by date. Third, most religion has
substituted its expertise on sanctification by superstition and emotionalism.

Inter-faith activity grew strongly during the closing years of the liberation struggle
focused through WCRP (the SA Chapter of the World Conference on Religion and
Peace) which led to the ‘Declaration on Religious Rights and Responsibilities‚.� Nelson
Mandela’s initiative amongst religious leaders inspired the formation of the NRLF
(National Religious Leaders Forum) and the Morals Summit of 1998 which all religions
and all political parties supported, but little happened.� The inter-faith movement has
limped along with little direction led by liberals who want to be nice to one another but
recoil from the thought� of a religious revolution.� It must move beyond negotiation
between religious industries and embrace a collective mission to share, endorse,
proclaim and spread spiritual power and truth.� Religious liberals have ousted the
prophets and chased the spiritual revolutionaries away.

Liberal religion needs to be transformed by a strong prophetic revolutionary leadership,
fed by the insights of those enduring racial, gender, or religious discrimination, but
supported by all.� This does not mean we should stop running churches, synagogues,
mosques and temples: we must review what we are running them for?�

3.8������ The Liberal Media

The media is controlled by its advertisers, owners, business managers, and political
preferences, and to some extent influenced by its editors and writers.� Whilst it can
play an influential role in transformation any society, much of it must accept
responsibility for being a major problem in changing South Africa.� The major
newspaper market is amongst liberals, black and white, who have been taught to
criticise the transformation of society rather than join it, and the press writes for their
pennies. [34]

The liberal OOF know the ANC is too strongly supported to be overthrown in the
poling booth.� Their policy is to destabilise it by a major assault on President Thabo
Mbeki personally, focused on such issues as his personal life, his style, his relationship
with former President Mandela, and above all his attitude to HIV/AIDS. This assault is
solely concerned to highlight items which can promote its campaign to undermine the
President, and ignores or marginalises anything else.�

It seems now that some of the media is gradually hearing what Mbeki is saying about
Africa, and South Africa, and feeling that he should be cherished rather than
destroyed.� It will be interesting to see how the OOF media work this out.��



Negative stories from South Africa seem to be given prominence in overseas media, and
because most people are indoctrinated to read condensed comments in their favourite
newspapers, and too lazy to think outside the presented parameters, great damage is
done.� This sloth applies to some preachers and politicians who allow the religious and
secular media to do their thinking for them.[35]

The media’s treatment of sex is indicative of its irresponsible approach.� In rejecting
sexual secrecy and hypocrisy why must it promote promiscuity as a desirable norm?� It
was quite right to throw out Mrs Grundy and Queen Victoria, but why give the crown
to Madonna?���

Because there’s money in it, com.

3.9�� Solving Poverty is not a liberal issue

This liberal counter-revolution makes clear that solving poverty is not a priority for
liberals who will be outraged by this comment. (‚Though I give my body to be
burned�‚).� The talk of opposition politicians, anti-re-armers, sold-out revolutionaries,
advocates of globalisation, religious industries, and the media expostulating about the
poor can bring tears to our eyes but not power to their pockets.� Liberals want
everything to remain as it is, but look kinder. Social transformation revolution demands
revolutionaries, not liberals.

 4. And now?

The independence of Ghana is meaningless unless it is linked to the total liberation of
Africa. � ����������� ����������� �����������
����������� ����������� Kwame Nkrumah.� 1957.

We enter 2002 with Africa, through its representative structures, having formally
embraced the commitment that this should be, in actual practice, the African
century .����������� ����������� �����������
����������� ����������� ����������� �����������
President Thabo Mbeki

�
4.1.1 ��� �Preparing for a changed world scenario

After 1990 visitors from overseas startled us by saying that South Africa must now
share its insights from the struggle and show the world a new way forward.� Well,
okay, yes, please, thank you – but we are not on our own.� The whole world is in the
midst of a change as earth shaking as the Renaissance, Reformation, or Enlightenment.�
Central to it are factors like internationalism, a global economy, ecology and a
sustainable world, which probe at the roots of all communities.�

There is wide spread recognition of the moral tragedy, the political blindness, the
economic chaos, the spiritual bankruptcy of western civilisation, whose people are lost
and need a new vision. Africa has a major role to play.

�



Recently, Earth has seen industrial, scientific, economic, political, educational, medical,
geographical, ecological and social changes greater than any known in history.� These
revolutions have not destroyed what went before, but taken cognisance of the good,
rejected the outdated, revised its vested interests, and moved on. A similar revolution is
taking place in spiritual matters also, the ability of communities to ‘decisively improve
people‚s quality of life, which requires boldness in thinking that shakes up convenient
comfort zones‚.[36]� Religion needs to be born again.

It is significant that major spiritual initiatives in South Africa have come from outside the
religious leadership through small groups, or political visionaries, sometimes in the teeth
of official religious opposition,[37] for embracing of new spiritual perspectives has been
a feature of other great advances of humanity.� But does the pendulous blob of Africa,
dangling down between the oceans, and considered the home of corrupt ignorant
paganism, have an input to make?

4.1.2���� The unseen imperative

The imperative shared by all radicals - politicians, economists, theologians, and the
poor� ˆ is that the present systems of oppression are collapsing like all the great
empires in history. Our task is to prepare a resilient population, strong and steady, who
have done their thinking, who know where they are going, as the collapse occurs. Such
changes can happen quickly.� But what comes next?

4.2� Africa

On 2 March 2001 the African Heads of State established an African Union (AU), ratified
by fifty one African countries. This crucial development from the earlier vision of an
African Renaissance and an African century, was further focused by the New
Partnership for African Development (NEPAD) for political, economic and social
transformation of the continent.� It is a commitment to rid Africa of despotic
undemocratic rulers, and enhance the economic, political and social integration and
development of the African people.� Led by South Africa, Nigeria, Senegal, Algeria and
Egypt, NEPAD is currently seeking recognition and support by the G8 in the West, and
the African Union will have its formal founding Summit in South Africa in July.�

Apparently conflicting concerns, on the one hand for the poor, and on the other over
the western hegemony controlling globalisation, prompt major debate about whether
South Africa is selling out to the dictators of capital, or establishing a base from which to
liberate them.� That debate is part of the continuing struggle for freedom in which the
academic presentation of political and theological insights needs to be related to an
appreciation of what makes ordinary people tick.� Experts can be wrong[38] and an
ANC priority is to listen carefully to what the people are saying�

The initiative is wider than economic and political considerations, incorporating
Christian and Muslim structures that overlap national boundaries.� There is direct
political support for discussions between Christian and Muslim groups from South Africa
and other countries.[39]�

Civilisations seem to have a life cycle and then pass on the baton.� The Egyptian,
Assyrian, Chinese, Greek and Roman ways of being human, the Western, Eastern,
Jewish, Christian, Muslim, and Agnostic ages all made vast contributions but came to an
end.� What of a reborn Africa?



Somewhere ahead there beckons a civilisation which will take its place in the parade of
God‚s history with other great human syntheses: Chinese, Egyptian, Jewish and
European.� It will not necessarily be all black: but it will be African.

- Chief Albert Luthuli.

4.3 Moral Regeneration

Popular novels, videos, and print and electronic media, all indicate a collapse of ethical
standards world-wide. The peace and happiness of every community is plagued by
murder and violence, crime and corruption, and the abuse of women, children, and
men.� Anti-social behaviour is widespread, and more money, education and power in
the west seems to have made no difference.� Sin is a best seller.�

A significant development in South Africa has been the belief of the political leadership
that this can be changed. President Thabo Mbeki and Deputy President Jacob Zuma
personally initiated an enquiry into the causes and cure for moral collapse, and after
consultation with every sector of society[40] a Moral Regeneration Movement is to be
launched in April 2002 to encourage local communities to come together and solve the
problem, with government support.[41]

It is a bold and difficult enterprise, but beginnings count.� (Can you imagine Bush or
Blair sitting down personally with community leaders to examine how to enact an
ethically enjoyable nation? Blair would not have the nerve, and Bush wouldn‚t know
what they were talking about.)�

4.4� The Spirit� Level

‘In our striving for political and economic development, the ANC recognises that social
transformation cannot be separated from spiritual transformation.’�

Nelson Mandela. 1997.

What Africa is seeking to recover is a different way of being human together, a new
spirit.� Despite its quest for credibility in the western world by adopting everything
from pop stars and Nikes to whisky and Harry Potter, there is a spiritual awareness in
Africa that much of the West seems to have lost. Even hard boiled politicians, business
men and academics, whites and blacks, who no longer authenticate a personal
relationship with God, recognise that Africa possesses a spiritual drive which rejects the
cynical secular superiority of the West, and seeks a genuine African experience of
human-ness.[42] It was a consciousness of faith and strength we had in the struggle. The
African Renaissance needs an ecumenical (inter-faith) theology drawn out of this
experience.

Beneath the political and economic strata is a spirit level, a driving faith, a concern for
other people arising within the contemporary experience of people struggling to
transform society.� It has a progressive perspective about the world, the continent and
the country, and recognizes there is a vital force which inspirits human collectives.

Africa has inherited and accepted many imported religions, but these have major
problems. The spiritual insights and teachings which stem from Abraham, Moses and the
prophets; from Jesus of Nazareth; and from the prophet Mohammed; are of crucial



importance, and overlap with one another,[43] and the other great religious teachings of
the world.

But the religious institutions which developed over the centuries have frequently been
combative and disastrous.� Godly groups play the devil with the world today - Jewish,
Christian, Muslim, and Hindu - seen clearly in Africa where the separatist and power
hungry fundamentalists all impinge.� Many people seem so enmeshed in national,
political and economic chains, and so indoctrinated by the corrupt theologies developed
to protect these interests, that they cannot see any truth beyond the length of their
chain.� Prophets in all religions recognise how institutions have damned the
inspiration.����

We need an alternative and there are clear pointers from Africa.� The clue is to go
behind the institutions to the original inspiration, to rediscover what Abraham, and
Moses, and the prophets, and Jesus, and Mohammed� - and the Wise men from the
East - were actually teaching.� And the method, the catalyst, a help along the way, can
surely be the experience of African traditional spirituality which is rooted in the basic
spirituality of all human beings, but nearer the surface.� This does not necessarily mean
returning to the practices of the old tribal Africa, but recognising and articulating the
vital force within us, the communal sense of ubuntu, the holistic approach which sees
spiritual and material as part of the same package, and empowers the development of
spiritually powerful local collectives.���

This does not mean rejecting our inherited religious traditions: every religion can
rediscover its own emphases and insights within this context of South African people
seeking to transform society together.� Most of us are Christians, and need to recover
the original message of Jesus about the Good News of the Ruling Power of God[44] and
relate it to the process that is unfolding in our country today, in harmony with the
insights of Jews, Muslims, Hindus and Agnostics.���

We shall make little progress If we follow the western approach of downgrading the
role of spiritual power, or allow the spiritual life of our communities to be restricted by
competitive religious industries, or move far away from the commitment to banish
poverty.� We need a collective secular spiritual revival, a theological discourse related
to the experience of marginalised people transforming society, a religious revolution,
and like the political and economic revolutions, it has to come from the demands and
the insights of oppressed people themselves.�� Who will go for us?

4.5��� The end is a beginning

Archeologists uncovering ancient history are finding much evidence that humanity began
here in Africa ˆ or, as theologian Albert Nolan put it, the Garden of Eden was in the
Magaliesberg. In Africa today we are seeking the social and personal sign posts of a new
genesis, a positive and hopeful view of a mature and prosperous humanity today.

I hope this long essay has thrown some light on the questions you raised[45], and
captured the sense of setting our feet on the spirit level from which humanity
springs.�� Can we do things together?

Please do not hesitate to comment or ask questions.

Cedric Mayson.�� Johannesburg.� March 2002.��
cpmayson@mweb.co.za�����

�



[1]� I am a white African who has spent over forty adult years in daily touch with
oppressed people, so I do not write as a liberal western Christian delighted that 1994
was the end of a struggle to ‘welcome South Africa back into the fellowship of the
nations‚, but as one who believes that 1994 enabled us to begin to tackle the centuries
of exploitation placed upon us.� Whilst my job at the Commission for Religious Affairs
of the African National Congress brings me into touch with many political and religious
personnel, I must emphasise this essay is my personal understanding.

�

[2] Today, the NNP has recognized that its home is with the ANC, not in pursuing the
white based western priorities of the Democratic Party, and many MPs are set to cross
the floor.

�

[3]� We have several former Legislative Buildings going for a song if anyone wants to
buy one.

�

[4]� Including the colossal task of restructuring 3700 ANC branches to coincide with
the new wards.

�

[5]� Unlike the majority of US citizens who voted against Bush and know that he
became President by tricking the electoral system but do nothing about it. He has been
saved by the World Trade Centre as Margaret Thatcher was by the Falklands.

�

[6]� It includes ‘Religion Education‚ which means teaching the content and practice of
the various ways in which South Africans approach religion, and the values they espouse,
not indoctrination in a particular faith.� See ‘Manifesto on Values, Education and
Democracy‚.

�

[7] A crucial factor of the recovery of faith in Africa has been the questioning of the
authority religious institutions claimed to interpret truth.� A faith dependent only on
traditional teaching can undermine the enjoyment of faith arising from current



experience which has always been the precourser of great spiritual developments. The
opposite of faith is not doubt, but certainty.�� Questioning the inherited certainties
enables us to discover faith as a living experience rather than a dead creed.� This
happened during the liberation struggle and has now to be recapitulated. It is not done
by the big religious battalions but by small scale commando activity.

�

[8] 15 Years ago we had a State of Emergency, all white men did two years compulsory
military service, 64,840 black people were removed from ‘white areas‚, 3989 people
were detained without trial, and economic growth rate was 0.7% compared with 3%
today.� When Nelson Mandela was inaugurated as President in 1994 SA was insolvent.
Today the Government is one of the few countries whose deficit is negligible.� In terms
of competitiveness SA‚s Banking system is one of the world‚s top ten. We‚ve had single
digit inflation since 1993, following 20 years of double digit.� Mortgage rates are the
lowest since 1988.� Eskom is the largest producer of coal-fired electricity in the world
and electricity is cheaper than anywhere else. SA is the 4th largest brewer in the world
and provides 50% of China‚s beer. SA produces all the right hand drive Mercedes Benz
C class vehicles sold in the world, and has magnificent highways, safe airlines, and the
world‚s most progressive Constitution.� It is the only country with a National Religious
Leaders Forum where these leaders all meet together regularly, and meet twice a year
with the President, to discuss common challenges.� It is one of the few countries that
openly admits it has problems, and the only one in which government and all sectors of
civil society have embarked on a specific movement of Moral Regeneration. Plus a
wonderful climate, wonderful people, the world‚s best most enjoyable Game Reserve
(Kruger), its biggest man made hole (Kimberley), its deepest mine (ERPM) and has
nurtured some most impressive leaders, one of whom spent 27 years in jail on Robben
Island.�����������

�

[9] In the current situation in Zimbabwe, given that Mugabe is mad and outrageous, the
problem is how to change the situation for the benefit of Africa and the people of
Zimbabwe.� Western attempts to introduce sanctions on Zimbabwe is an attack on the
economy of the whole sub-continent. A policy designed to cause social disaster in
Zimbabwe is typical of western attacks on innocent civilians, and would multiply the
flood of refugees already pouring over Zimbabwean borders to neighbouring countries.

�

[10] The US withdrew from the World Conference on Racism in Durban in 2000
because it had no profitable way of handling the demands for recompense for slavery. If
the Commonwealth is so concerned about the behaviour of such members as
Zimbabwe, why did it not throw out Britain over the Falklands, threaten Australia over
her immigrants, discipline Canada for her treatment of the Indians and the Inuits, and
trash India over the Dalits?� Why did Europe or Canada not start a campaign against
the US because its manipulation of the Bush election was not free and fair? Why was
there a run on the rand for failing to solve the problems in Africa, but no run on the
pound because the British government fails to solve the problems in Ireland? In a word ˆ
racism.



�

[11] And those who control the flow to South Africa would fit in the bar.�

�

[12]� The Gender Commission, Womens Empowerment Unit, and many ngo‚s.

�

[13]� Fr Michael Lapsley.

�

[14] A friend recently surveyed public institutions and reported ‘many people with the
vision and political commitment do not have the skills, and many with the skills lack the
vision and political commitment.‚

�

[15] Employees of private Security firms in Britain now outnumber the Police.

�

[16]� Most western countries can afford to provide social grants to the small
proportion of their population who are desperately poor.� In Africa most of the
population is poor.�

�

[17]� Thus Philip Agees exposure of the dirty tricks of the CIA, the Santa Fe
Documents which informed Regan‚s destructive presidency, and the Pagan Report which
instructed Royal Dutch Shell on how to manipulate the Sanctions Campaign against
South Africa.�

�

[18]� Too many of our colleagues in the West seem to become armchair
commentators propounding a fundamentalist socialism or Christianity and throwing
negative criticisms at us, which is as irrelevant as saying that the world would be better
without motor cars. It would, but it isn‚t.� What we need in the West is imaginative



activists willing to be colleagues in a major action of social transformation, not
doctrinaire critics sitting with their bums in the butter. We have enough bums of our
own but not enough butter.��

�

[19] Like the Plagues of Egypt, the collapse of the Roman Empire, the Black Death which
depopulated Europe in the Middle Ages, the Potato Famine which starved Ireland, or the
Xhosa Cattle killing.

�

[20] AZT was developed by the US Government to fight cancer, but set aside as too
dangerous: in killing the cancer cells it killed too many living cells as well and thus killed
the patients. Glaxo took over the patent, and decided� AZT could be used against
HIV/AIDS provided it was given with a packet of other drugs to counter-act the fatal
side effects, and under strict controls for the rest of the patients life. The cost is
prohibitively expensive for African countries.

�

[21] Penelope, my wife, recalls her harrowing experiences as a young nurse working on
the Thalidomide Unit in London.� Thousands of pregnant British mothers produced
hideously deformed babies because the wonder tranquiliser drug had not been properly
researched.�

�

[22] Government has also much to learn in coping with an antagonistic media.

�

[23] Neither „Gun Free South Africa‰ nor the pacifist organisation „Ceasefire‰ are
likely to win support of a government at the moment but their campaigns are crucial,
and must be kept alive until their day dawns in 10 or 20 years time.� It requires a
special type of long term commitment.��

�

[24] Angola, Congo, Sudan, Burundi, etc.

�



[25] It is the discussions which Bush chairs in the oil companies Board Rooms which
have sent the US into war, not the terrorism he talks about on television.�

�

[26] Since 1945 the US Government has waged war on China, Korea, Guatemala,
Indonesia, Cuba, the Congo, Peru, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, Iran, Lebanon, Grenada,
Libya, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Panama, Iraq, Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, Sudan, Afghanistan,
Iraq, Serbia, and now Afghanistan again.� The extent to which US and European
companies are profiting from promoting other wars cannot be quantified.��

�

[27] It is significant that both President Mandela and President Mbeki have refused to
accept the salaries to which they are entitled - and that many former leaders of the
apartheid regime receive such high pensions that they never need to work again.

�

[28] Globalisation has probably killed more people than any holocaust or war in history
except slavery.

�

[29] Tinyiko Maluleke in ‘Towards an Agenda for Contextual Theology‚� Cluster
Publications. 2001

�

[30] All the prophets including Jesus and Mohammed agree that the rich are blind.

�

[31] Hence the growth of the BIG movement for a Basic Income Grant.

�

[32]� See Essett at the SACC.

�



[33] Although, as Desmond Tutu has pointed out, the TRC was expected to promote,
not to achieve, reconciliation. RITR. Unisa. 1998.

�

[34] The approach is often different on the radio, which has a far greater public than the
written media, particularly amongst black Africans.

�

[35] At a recent meeting of the ANC National Executive Committee President Thabo
Mbeki appealed to his colleagues to stop being too busy to think.� What is happening
to the world now, and what must we do about it in the next five years? We can only
win that battle by giving it plenty of thought.� It reminded me of Dr WE Sangsters
comment about the Kingdom of God on Earth: ‘It must be thought out before it can be
wrought out.‚��

�

[36] As stated by the ANC at its National General Council of 2000.

�

[37] The Message to the People of SA, Christian Institute, University Christian
Movement, Black Consciousness and its denominational responses, the Institute of
Contextual Theology, Kairos Document, Jews for Justice, the Call of Islam, WCRP,
NRLF, the Moral Regeneration Movement.�

�

[38] Like the totally unanticipated rejection of the Church by Europe after 1918, the
landslide of Labour in the British elections of 1945, or the rapidity of the end of
colonialism in Africa in the sixties.

�

[39] Some organised through the religions themselves and others facilitated through the
ANC.��

�



[40] Including government departments and organizations at national, provincial and
local levels, and civil society: religions, traditional structures, labour, business, women,
youth, ngos, entertainment, the media, and academia.�

�

[41] The ‘Values‚ document of the Education Department itemises values which arise
out of our Constitution.�� 1. Democracy. 2. Social Justice and equity.� 3.Equality.� 4.
Non-racism and non-sexism. 5. Ubuntu (Human dignity). 6. An Open society.� 7.
Accountability (Responsibility).� 8. The Rule of Law.� 9. Respect.� 10. Reconciliation.

�

[42] Attempts to link African Traditional Religion with ancient Egypt or Greece are of
passing academic interest, but the real need is to rediscover the Vital Force of ATR
today.�

�

[43] Abraham is looked upon by Jews, Christians and Muslims as their father in the faith,
the originator of the great monotheistic religions, and later work through Moses, and
then the prophets superimposed on its early rituals a high moral content.� Jesus came
to enable people to believe this changeful way of life was at their finger tips, focused on
his proclamation of the Ruling Power of God on Earth, and spreading this Way was the
primary task given to his disciples.� Six hundred years later, in a place and time of
religious weakness, the prophet Mahommed (PBUH) attested the same priorities not
only in the Qur‚an, but in the books of Moses, David and Jesus.

�

[44] This is the meaning of the phrase usually translated ‘the Kingdom of God‚. The
Ruling Power of God (RPG) is a movement emerging within a community not a rule
imposed on it. The RPG is not a programme but a vision, a driving inspiring experience
of belief, a pressure operating in the community which produces the programmes,
dynamic not static. The RPG originates in powerless situations amongst the poor and
marginalized: the rich cannot see it on their own.� The RPG cannot be imposed from
the top but can be recognized.� It empowers.� It challenges. It is a struggle.� It moves
by kairos times when a moment is ripe and ready.� The Good News which followers of
Jesus have to proclaim is that the RPG is operating in South Africa today. We need its
priorities, perceptions and power, but above all the faith that drives it, the faith we are
winning. The primary role of Jesus people is thus to share a faith and commitment to
action, not to run religious industries in competition with others. .

�

[45] with not too much theology for the politicos or too much politics for the theologs.


